
Welcome to NephJC’s #KidneyWkBingo. 
So much of what happens at these big 
medical meetings is stereotypical, but now 
you can do more than just roll your eyes. 
Record the event on your own bingo 
board. Shout out each space with a 
tweet, hashtag #KidneyWkBingo. 
No prizes are on the line and 
fame is unlikely, but come on, 
who doesn’t want to make 
rubbing elbows with the ASN 
elite a competitive sport. 

Do you find the poster tour a bit 
overwhelming? Leave the driving to 
NephJC. On Thursday and Saturday at 
10:00 meet the leaders of NephJC at the 
Arkana Laboratories table (Booth 1109, 
right next to the Posters) for a guided tour 
of their favorite posters. 

        # K       I D       N E       Y   WK

Slide with a Twitter 
handle. Tweet the 

author

Slide with Strippoli 
figure showing 

nephrology has least 
number of clinical trials

Find a Kidney STARS, 
tell them what you love 

about nephrology

Ask Belding Scriber 
Award Winner, John 

Daugirdas if it’s time to 
finally retire Kt/V

Find a patient (besides 
Kevin Fowler) at Kidney 

Week

Join the NephJC Poster 
Tour 10 AM Thursday or 

Saturday

Tell Jeff Berns what you 
really think about 

ABIM’s MOC program

Go to the Communities 
Lounge and ask for 

directions to the ASN 
CyberCenter?

Congratulate inaugural 
Donald Seldin Young 
Investigator Award 

Winner, Morgan Grams

Someone tweets 
“#KidneyWk is 

trending!”

Tweet @satellitehealth 
with your best 

#KidneyWk #HotTake

"I know this is a busy 
slide but..."

See a #NephJC 
#VisualAbstract in a 

presentation. Tweet a 
pic.

Ask Peters Award 
winner, William Couser 
if he uses apheresis for 

renal vasculitis

Use of the font Comic 
Sans on a slide  

(Full credit for Papyrus)

Ask Dr. Ziyad Al-Aly 
which 5 days 

Kidney360 is closed 
every year

Go to the #NephJC 
Beach Party on Friday at 

6:30pm-9:30 pm 
NephJC.com/imcoming

Tweet the #GenderStats 
of the speakers in a 

session

Ask M. Amin Arnaout 
 which one: Homer 

Smith, Homer Simpson 
or the blind Homer

Ask Dr. Rosenberg if it 
is policy that all 

president elects be 
named “Mark”

Show ASN’s diversity 
with an #IamASN tweet 

and selfie

Tell Ben Humphries 
which of the plenary 

speakers were the best

Use open payments 
data to find someone 

who forgot about a COI 
disclosure

Tell Nancy Adams, 
Narins Award winner, 

your plan for improving 
nephrology education

Get on the electronic 
ASN Tweet board (pics 

or it didn’t happen)

Then on Friday night from 6:30 to 9:30 join 
us for the NephJC Beach Party at De Anza 
Cove, Mission Bay about 15 minute Uber 
north of the city. It is going to be a great 

night of dinner, drinks, appetizers and 
nephrology nerdery. We will be 

announcing the winners of the 
2018 NephJC Kidney Awards and 
graduating the 2018 NSMC 
interns. 

Thanks to Satellite Healthcare for 
supporting the poster tour, bingo and the 
beach party.

http://NephJC.com/imcoming

